
POWER AND PRODUCTION OF URBAN SPACE IN TRIPOLI AL-FAYHĀ’A: 
when the illusio of land rent and real-estate income mutates into imperium 

Summary 

The Tripoli Al-Fayha’ a (Lebanon) urban area has a complex and eventful history. For a 

century its society has been facing transformative changes with a multitude of sources and 

consequences essentially linked to the reconfiguration of its economic structures born of its 

incorporation into modern Lebanon. Once an ancient and influential commercial city with 

regional and international reach, Tripoli has lost much of its economic vitality. It no longer 

creates sufficient wealth to provide its population with the continuation of past prosperity. It 

has become a place of physical, economic and symbolic battles in which its inhabitants 

struggle daily to ensure their livelihood. Postulating the establishment of an economy now 

principally based on a system of land and real-estate rent and of speculation, our thesis is 

proposing to analyse the reasons and true tenor of this particular process of production of 

urban space, as well as its mechanisms and effects, as a study, over time, of the spatialities 

linked to three urban projects: coastal planning, the realization of a real-estate driven land 

reparcelling of suburban orchards, and the redevelopment and enhancement of the Medina. 

The analysis of the sets of actions specific to these three situations – taken in their spatial, 

historical, and sociopolitical dynamics as well as on a local, regional, national, and 

international scale – invites one to question the meaning of urbanities and of a possible 

citadinity at play in Tripoli and, beyond this, to question the fundamental nature of the 

power exercised there. This analysis leads us then to ponder on the formation and existence 

of, as P. Bourdieu would designate it, a real-estate illusio, produced from and producing a 

powerful pleasurable “common affect”, which has reached – following B. Spinoza’s 

proposition – a state of imperium with unsustainable human and governmental 

consequences. 
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